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100 Enterprize Drive, Sunbury, Vic 3429

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 6 Area: 1 m2 Type: House
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Contact agent

A STUNNING HOME ON 1.36HA and VIEWS, VIEWS AND MORE VIEWS!**WATCH OUR VIDEO PRESENTATION**A

long, winding driveway heightens your anticipation and the home perfectly positioned to deliver the most magnificent

view imaginable, is revealed together with a promise of comfort and an extraordinary lifestyle!  A veranda extending the

full length of the front of the home perfectly complements the country ambiance and is warmly inviting. Stepping inside,

the home is warmly inviting with a wide entry and family friendly floor plan that seamlessly presents you to the first of

two living areas. From here, step outside to a huge decked, alfresco or continue into the enormous, open concept, kitchen

meals and living area where a wall of frameless windows extends across the rear inviting and seamlessly merging the

magnificence of the views from outdoors for optimal enjoyment inside. You will really feel at one with nature.Your kitchen

is well appointed with lovely pendant lights over the island bench, plenty of bench prep and storage space complemented

by an electric double oven, gas cooktop, range hood and dishwasher.  This open concept kitchen, meals and living space

has a balanced connectedness that will ensure entertaining or simple weekend relaxation will be done with ease. You can

also exit to the huge alfresco from here; where you'll hone your entertaining skills in the outdoor kitchen as well as

immerse yourself in relaxing, unwinding, and taking it all in. It is absolutely breathtaking! Of course, if relaxing isn't your

ideal, enjoy taking a dip in your solar heating, salt chlorinated 8m x 4.2m in ground swimming pool!  Accommodation

provides four generous bedrooms, each enjoying a vantage point from where to soak up the picturesque serenity.  The

master has a sliding door to the front verandah, ranch style door to ensuite and convenience of a walk-in robe whilst the

auxiliary bedrooms are also generous in size and have built in robes.  Externally, the magnificence of the alfresco area is

beyond compare.  It is complete to the nth degree, the swimming pool on one side, a grassed area beyond that is equally

breathtaking with a fire pit and inviting space to relax and contemplate the world.Additional features include keyless

entry to the house, LED downlights, pendant lights, ceiling fans, reverse cycle split system, Cleanair wood fire with heat

exchange to bathroom, double hung double glazed windows, Apricus solar hot water, 5.5kw micro inverter solar system

with 16 panels, alarm and security cameras to house, soundproof insulation throughout, and a huge updated main

bathroom with integrated laundry and stunning skylight. A two-car garage with concrete base is fantastic and

complimented by a huge shed that has a multitude of uses, whether it be car accommodation (4 car), man cave, workshop,

home business depot, or any other potential option that will suit your family's lifestyle. Both the garage and shed have

water to them and are powered. Additionally, enjoy the convenience of a remote-controlled gate, ample parking, garden

lights up the entirety of the driveway, water tanks, Viewlux skylight on remote, solar heated, salt, chlorinated, pool, pool

cover, decked entertaining area with full kitchen (approximately 7m x 10m), deck lights, veggie patch, and chook Yard!This

property is a true gem, offering a lifestyle of comfort, elegance, and natural beauty. Don't miss this opportunity to make it

your own!  Contact Adam Sacco on 0409 033 644 today to experience the breathtaking allure of this exquisite home.


